Abstract-This paper introduces a new rain removal model based on the shrinkage of the sparse codes for a single image. Recently, dictionary learning and sparse coding have been widely used for image restoration problems. These methods can also be applied to the rain removal by learning two types of rain and non-rain dictionaries and forcing the sparse codes of the rain dictionary to be zero vectors. However, this approach can generate unwanted edge artifacts and detail loss in the non-rain regions. Based on this observation, a new approach for shrinking the sparse codes is presented in this paper. To effectively shrink the sparse codes in the rain and non-rain regions, an error map between the input rain image and the reconstructed rain image is generated by using the learned rain dictionary. Based on this error map, both the sparse codes of rain and non-rain dictionaries are used jointly to represent the image structures of objects and avoid the edge artifacts in the non-rain regions. In the rain regions, the correlation matrix between the rain and non-rain dictionaries is calculated. Then, the sparse codes corresponding to the highly correlated signal-atoms in the rain and non-rain dictionaries are shrunk jointly to improve the removal of the rain structures. The experimental results show that the proposed shrinkage-based sparse coding can preserve image structures and avoid the edge artifacts in the non-rain regions, and it can remove the rain structures in the rain regions. Also, visual quality evaluation confirms that the proposed method outperforms the conventional texture and rain removal methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
ain forms structures on captured images. This means that rain structures can prevent computer vision algorithms (e.g., face/car/sign detections, visual saliency, scene parsing, etc.) from working effectively [1] . Most computer vision algorithms depend on feature descriptors such as scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [2] and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [3] . These descriptors are designed based on the gradient's magnitude and orientation, and thus the rain structures can have negative effects on the feature extractor. For this reason, rain removal is a necessary tool. Rain removal can preserve the details of objects and suppress the rain structures and thus, it can be used to detect the visual saliency [4] on the rain images. Moreover, recently, self-driving [5] is a hot problem in the vehicle industry. To realize this, bad weather conditions [6] including rain, snow, or haze should be considered. Therefore, low-level computer vision algorithms, such as rain and haze removals, are essential in smart cars. Application of rain removal is not limited only to computer vision problems in bad weather conditions. In general, rain removal first detects certain types of image structures, and then removes the detected structures from input images. Therefore, rain removal approaches can be applied to similar problems that appear in computer graphics and image processing. For example, rain removal approaches can used for texture [7] , stripes [8] , waterfall effects [9] , or other types of artifacts [10] removal.
A. Related Works
In most cases, rain structures can be described by vertical and diagonal edges. However, in some cases, rain structures appear with other types of patterns. Given an input rain image, several approaches can be considered to remove the rain structures. The first approach is to directly use the conventional texture removal algorithms. The morphological component analysis (MCA) [11] and relative total variation (RTV) [7] are sophisticated methods to remove the textures. The MCA algorithm [11] uses parametric-based dictionaries, which indicate the basis vectors of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and curvelet wavelet transform (CWT). Different types of DCT and CWT dictionaries can discriminate between the textured and non-textured parts. Especially, the CWT can detect the anisotropic structures and smooth curves/edges, while the DCT can represent periodic patterns. However, it has not been proven that the two parametric-based dictionaries are still effective to separate the rain textures from the input rain images. Another RTV-based texture removal [7] can be used for rain removal if the rain structures are fine textures. In [7] , the RTV is defined as the absolute value of the sum of the spatial gradients calculated at every local region and it is shown that the RTV is useful to distinguish the rain structures from the main structures (e.g., large edges/lines). However, for images with heavy rain pattern, the RTV model may fail to discriminate between the rain and original main textures, thereby removing the rain and main textures at the same time.
The second approach is to describe the features for the rain structures, and then remove the rain structures from the input rain-patterned images [1] . To detect the rain structures, hand-crafted rain features can be designed based on elliptical Rain Removal via Shrinkage-Based Sparse Coding and Learned Rain Dictionary
Chang-Hwan Son and Xiao-Ping Zhang R shape [12] or high visibility and low saturation [13] . After detecting the rain regions via a handcrafted feature descriptor, rain structures can be removed via nonlocal filtering or image inpainting. However, recent trend is to adopt representation learning approach [14] (e.g., dictionary learning [15] or deep learning [16] ) rather than designing handcrafted features. Representation learning can automatically extract useful features from raw data and it has shown powerful performance for image restoration and image classification problems. For this reason, representation learning has replaced traditional handcrafted design. Following this trend, online dictionary learning has been used to represent rain and non-rain image structures in an input image [1] . In this method, to separate the rain dictionary part from the whole dictionary, handcrafted HOG feature descriptor was used with an assumption that rain structures have vertical and diagonal edges with high variations. However, rain structures are not restricted to only vertical and diagonal edges with high variations. Therefore, the HOG descriptor has limited ability to classify the rain dictionary part from the learned whole dictionary. Even though this method can increase rain removal performance when the rain structures are removed, it may remove object details as well. To overcome this drawback, the depth of field (DOF) can be considered to roughly represent the non-rain regions [17] . However, DOF is also a handcrafted feature. Moreover, the use of DOF is not the main algorithm for the sparse-coding-based rain removal. Rather, it is regarded as a pre-processing step that can be applied to any rain removal algorithms. Actually, other visual saliency algorithms [4] can be used instead of DOF as well.
Recently, a more elegant rain removal method was presented based on the discriminative sparse coding [18] . The key idea of this paper is to make the sparse codes of rain and non-rain dictionaries mutually exclusive. However, as discussed in [18] , perfect mutual exclusivity cannot be guaranteed for some rain images with similar structures between rain and objects, which leads to unsatisfactory results. In [18] , the initial rain dictionary is designed by using motion kernel with the dominant gradient orientation of input rain image. Thus, this initialization can affect final rain removal performance. Rain structures still exist on the rain regions even though object's details are preserved with the learned non-rain dictionary. We will show this in our experimental results. There is another related work [19] that removes dirt and water droplet on the captured images through a window. In this paper, convolutional neural network (CNN) was used to map corrupted image patches onto the clean patches in a supervised manner. However, this method cannot be directly applied to rain removal. In the case of rain images, it is not easy to collect the corrupted and clean patch pairs as it is necessary in a supervised method. Also, rain structures have variety of forms in size and shape, and thus direct mapping from the corrupted patches to the clean ones may not work properly because rain detection and rain removal process are incorporated into the CNN model. However, the learned rain features via the CNN can be used for rain detection in an unsupervised manner, which requires an additional classifier (e.g., logistic regression or support vector machine), and then rain removal process, such as image inpainting or nonlocal filtering can be conducted to remove rain structures. Meanwhile, there are video de-raining methods that are based on temporal and chromatic priors [20] Gaussian mixture model [21] , analysis of rain layers in transformed domain [22] , etc. However, this paper focuses on the rain removal for a single image, and thus more details will not be discussed in this paper and the reader may refer to related literatures [20] [21] [22] [23] .
B. Motivation
Online dictionary learning requires the handcrafted HOG descriptor [1] to separate the rain dictionary part from whole dictionary. However, the HOG descriptor cannot model various types of rain structures, and thus in this paper, offline dictionary learning is adopted. That is, rain dictionary is learned from the rain training images, not from the input rain image. However, even the rain training images can include non-rain regions. Therefore, in this paper, masked images are generated manually, and then used during the offline dictionary learning to indicate the rain regions. By doing this, the learned rain dictionary can represent various types of rain structures. Also, non-rain dictionary is separately learned from natural training images.
Assuming that the rain and non-rain dictionaries are given, rain removal can be achieved by forcing the sparse codes of the rain dictionary to be zero vectors, as follows:
where i R indicates the operator [24, 25] that extracts a patch from input rain image ( x ) at the th i pixel position. If x is the image vector with the size of 1  M and the patch size is m m  , the matrix i R will be M m  2 in size. In this paper, boldface lower case indicates vectors, whereas boldface uppercase indicates matrices.
is the dictionary set in which each column vector corresponds to the basis vector which is also called signal-atom. The dictionary set is composed of
. These are the learned non-rain and rain dictionaries, respectively. In (1), the left term shows that the extracted input rain patch . Any kinds of sparse coding algorithms [15] can be used to estimate the i α from the rain patch ( 
overlapping erived from ose operator tches. Please veraging. As ent the input ructed image not represent map e in (5) hereas it will indicates the pixel index in an image vector, which is not the same as the patch index i in (4). In the Step 1 and 2, the learned non-rain dictionary can be used to increase the accuracy of the error map. However, this can increase computational cost. As shown in the experimental results, only use of the learned rain dictionary can provide satisfactory results. Thus, the non-rain dictionary was excluded in designing the error map.
Step 3: Apply the k-means clustering algorithm [28] indicates the cluster center for the rain regions. Therefore, the shrinkage map will have small values for the rain regions because the pixel values of the error map for the rain regions will be close to the cluster center ( c ). On the other hand, for the non-rain regions, the shrinkage map will have higher values.
Step 4: Find the pixels with horizontal lines in the input rain image, and then assign higher values (e.g., '1') to the same pixels in the shrinkage map. It can be assumed that rain structures rarely have horizontal edges. Finally, a gray dilation [15] is conducted on the shrinkage map to expand the non-rain regions. Visual saliency map [4] or DOF [17] would be considered to be added into the final shrinkage map. Also, rain regions detected by a trained classifier (e.g., support vector machine or deep learning) can be added to the final shrinkage map. More details about how to train classifiers are provided in the supplementary material. In this paper, Prewitt edge operator [29] was used to find the horizontal lines. Fig. 4 shows the example of the generated shrinkage map, according to the four steps mentioned above. In this map, it can be observed that the non-rain regions have higher intensity values, whereas the rain regions have smaller intensity values. Therefore, this shrinkage map satisfies our shrinkage strategy, as mentioned in the subsection of III.A. In Fig. 4 , the shrinkage map was scaled to [0-255] for visualization.
E. Shrinkage of Rain Sparse Codes
Given the shrinkage map, the sparse code r i α of the rain dictionary will be shrunk with the proposed rain removal model, as shown in (2) . In other words, the sparse code r i α is multiplied with the corresponding shrinkage value i s . However, the proposed rain removal method is conducted based on the patch unit. In other words, the index i indicates the patch extracted from the input rain image at the th i pixel location. Actually, each sparse code r i α corresponds to the extracted input rain patch, and thus the shrinkage value i s should be calculated from the extracted shrinkage patch at the same pixel location. For the shrinkage of the rain sparse codes, first, the sparse coding is conducted using the dictionary set, as follows: ) ( subject to min (7), according to the proposed rain removal model as defined in (2) . To minimize (7), orthogonal matching pursuit was used [15] . In (7), 256 2  m is the dimension of the extracted patch x R i and ε is the bounded representation error [15, 25] . Discussion about how to set the bounded representation error is provided in supplementary material. Next, the shrinkage value i s is calculated, as follows:
where s is the shrinkage map and avg f is the average function. 
Given the shrinkage map, as shown in Fig. 4 , the magnitude of the r i α for the rain regions can be reduced via (9) because the shrinkage map has small values for the rain regions. Also, the value of the r i α can be preserved for the non-rain regions because the shrinkage map has higher values in those regions. Therefore, it is expected that the rain structures can be removed and the edge artifacts can be avoided. Moreover, the image structures of objects (e.g., face or lines on the shirt in Fig. 4 ) can be preserved.
F. Shrinkage of Non-Rain Sparse Codes
Now, we move on to the shrinkage of the non-rain sparse coding n i α . In rain regions, the sparse codes of rain and non-rain dictionaries can be used to reconstruct rain structures. Therefore, the signal-atoms of the non-rain dictionary that are highly correlated to the signal-atoms of the rain dictionary should be removed in the rain regions. However, if the sparse codes of the non-rain dictionary are forced to be zero vectors in the rain regions, over-smoothing effect can occur in the rain regions. This means that fine textures (e.g., tree leaves) in the rain regions, will be removed along with rain structures. Thus, in this paper, the signal-atoms of the non-rain dictionary that are highly correlated to the signal-atoms of the rain dictionary are removed. To achieve this, the correlation matrix is needed to know how much the signal-atoms of the non-rain and rain dictionaries are correlated. As mentioned in the shrinkage strategy in the subsection of III. are similar. Fig. 5 shows the correlation matrix calculated from the signal-atoms of the learned two dictionaries, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The size of the matrix C is 1024 1024  because the total number of the signal-atoms in each dictionary is 1024. In the correlation matrix, the total number of the signal-atoms in the dictionary n D that have the correlation values higher than a threshold
is 42. In other words, 42 out of 1024 signal-atoms in the non-rain dictionary are similar to the ones in the rain dictionary r D . This means that some signal-atoms of the non-rain dictionary can be used to represent the rain regions with the corresponding highly correlated signal-atoms in the rain dictionary. Therefore, in the rain regions, the highly correlated signal-atoms of the rain and non-rain dictionaries should be removed at the same time. This can be done by shrinking the sparse codes of the n i α and r i α . In the rain region, as already mentioned in the previous section, the sparse code of the r i α can be shrunk, according to (7)- (9) . The remaining sparse code of the n i α will be shrunk, as follows: 
end
 Conduct the patch averaging to obtain the rain-removed image via
where diag is the function to extract the diagonal elements from a matrix and then make a column vector
Return y

G. Proposed Rain Removal Algorithm
In Algorithm I, the proposed rain removal algorithm is summarized. After initializing the shrinkage map s , correlation matrix C , and parameters ( ε ,
), orthogonal matching pursuit [15] is conducted for every overlapping patch x R i extracted from the input rain image x . Then, the shrinkage value of i s is calculated from the shrinkage map using (8) , and the sparse codes r i α and n i α are shrunk using (9) and (11), respectively. Next, the rain-removed patch is generated by the linear combination of the dictionary set D and the shrunk sparse code s i α . Then, the vector p and the matrix Q are updated to save the reconstructed patches and the number of the overlapping patches. After finishing the sparse coding for all patches, patch averaging is conducted to obtain the rain-removed image y via ) ( / Q p diag , where diag is the function to extract the diagonal elements from a matrix and then make a column vector.
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of the sparse e learned rain edge artifacts and detail loss. This observation brought us to develop a new shrinkage-based sparse coding for rain removal. To realize this, in this paper, shrinkage map and correlation matrix were generated based on the learned rain and non-rain dictionaries. The shrinkage map can make the sparse codes of the rain and non-rain dictionaries change little in the non-rain regions, thereby avoiding edge artifacts and detail loss. In the rain regions, the correlation matrix can find the signal-atoms of the non-rain dictionary that are highly correlated to the ones in the rain dictionary so that the sparse codes corresponding to the non-rain dictionary can be shrunk in the rain regions. This leads to improvement in the rain removal, especially for the rain regions. Experimental results showed that the proposed rain removal model is good at preserving image structures and removing rain structures. Moreover, it is expected that the proposed rain removal model can be directly applied to snow removal if a snow image database is provided.
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Additional use of classifiers for final shrinkage map design
Rain regions predicted with a trained classifier, for examples, support vector machine (SVM) or deep convolutional neutral network (DCNN) can be additionally used to generate the final shrinkage map.
In the proposed method, masked rain images are used to learn the rain dictionary. Therefore, rain features can be extracted via HOG descriptor or convolutional neutral network (DCNN) from the masked rain images. Similarly, from natural images without rain structures, non-rain features can also be extracted. Then, SVM or DCNN can be trained with the two types of rain and non-rain feature sets.
Next, given an input rain image, rain and non-rain regions with different binary labels are predicted with trained classifiers (SVM or DCNN) based on patch unit, and then the predicted binary 'label' map is averaged with the final shrinkage map.
 Matlab functions ('extractHOGFeatures' and 'fitclinear') can be used to collect HOG features from images and train the support vector machine, respectively.
 MatConvNet (http://www.vlfeat.org/matconvnet/) can be used to learn the CNN.
